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Writing with Subordinating Conjunctions

1. it was late           John came home

___________________________________________________________________________
2. Amy sees flowers          she smiles

___________________________________________________________________________
3. you want to come to my house          it’s all right with my mother.

___________________________________________________________________________
4. the rain is over           the children will go out and play

___________________________________________________________________________
5. the dog was shy          it wagged its tail

___________________________________________________________________________
6. I’ll wait at the library           it closes

___________________________________________________________________________
7. Shelley will be the captain           Casey wants to be

___________________________________________________________________________  
8. Lisa can go to the park          her class is over

___________________________________________________________________________

A subordinating conjunction connects an independent clause with a dependent clause. 

Example: Today is a special day because it is my birthday.

Punctuation hint: If the subordinating 
conjunction is at the beginning of the 
sentence, the dependent clause is followed by 
a comma. If subordinating conjuction and 
the dependent clause follow the independent 
clause, there is no comma after the 
independent clause. 

Example: Because it is my birthday, today is a 
special day.

Below is a word bank of subordinating 
conjunctions. Turn the sets of phrases below 
into sentences by using a subordinating 
conjunction from the word bank. Use a 
subordinating conjunction only once.
after how although if  
unless as  until when
whenever where as soon as  wherever
since  while because so that 
before  even though though once

Name: ___________________________
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Key

Actual student’s answers may vary. Examples of correct answers:

It was late when John came home.

Whenever Amy sees flowers, she smiles.

If you want to come to my house, it’s all right with my mother.

As soon as the rain is over, the children will go out and play.

Although the dog was shy, it wagged its tail.

I’ll wait at the library until it closes.

Shelley will be the captain although Casey wants to be.

Lisa can go to the park whenever her class is over.

Name: ___________________________


